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Formation of superheavy elements in cold fusion reactions
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The process of the synthesis ofsuperheavy elements~SHEs! is not yet understood completely. In the
presented work we make an attempt to describe the cold fusion reactions of the typeX1(Pb,Bi)→SHE
11n at subbarrier energies. The process of the formation of SHEs is subdivided into three steps.~1! The
capture of two spherical nuclei and the formation of a common shape of the two touching nuclei. Low-energy
surface vibrations and transfer of few nucleons are taken into account in the first step of the reaction.~2! The
formation of a spherical or near spherical compound nucleus.~3! The survival of the excited compound nucleus
due to evaporation of neutrons andg-ray emission in competition with fission. A lowering of the fission barrier
was taken into account, which arises from a reduction of shell effects at increasing excitation energy of the
compound nucleus. The following reactions were analyzed in detail: (58Fe, 64Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge)1207Pb, (50Ti,
54Cr, 58Fe, 59Co, 62,64Ni, 65Cu, 66,68,70Zn, 71Ga, 74,76,78Ge, 75As, 80,82Se)1208Pb, (58Fe, 64Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge)
1210Pb, and (50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, 64Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge)1209Bi. The presented model describes well the available
experimental cross-section data and allows for predicting cross-section values for the synthesis of so-far
unknown heavier elements.

PACS number~s!: 25.60.Je, 25.60.Pj, 25.70.Hi, 25.70.Jj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of superheavy elements~SHEs! was and
still is an outstanding research object. The properties
SHEs were studied both theoretically as well as experim
tally @1–27#. In two series of experiments the heaviest e
ments from 107 to 109 and from 110 to 112 were synt
sized at GSI in Darmstadt by using cold fusion@1,2#. In cold
fusion, SHEs are synthesized by reactions of the typeX
1(Pb,Bi)→SHE11n at subbarrier energies. The excitatio
energy of a compound nucleus formed by cold fusion is lo
approximately 10–20 MeV only. It was measured that
kinetic energy of the reaction partners in the center-of-m
system corresponds to the fusion barrier or is even less@2#.
The cross section for the synthesis of SHEs is very small
decreases strongly with increasing atomic number.

The fission barrier of SHEs is determined by the sh
structure@8,9,16–26#, because the contribution of the ma
roscopic liquid-drop part to the fission barrier is close to z
or, for the heaviest systems, even negative. A method
include shell-structure effects in calculations at large nuc
deformation, so for heavy-element fission barriers, was in
duced successfully by Strutinsky@8#.

The properties of SHEs were investigated theoretica
using the Strutinsky method@8,9,16–26#. The ground-state
deformation, the fission barrier, the binding energy and
competition between various possible decay modes was s
ied @16–20#. However, the dynamical process leading to t
formation of SHEs by heavy-ion fusion reactions is not y
understood well enough. Only recently, few attempts w
undertaken to develop models for describing the fusion p
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cess and for reproducing the measured cross-section
@14–18#.

The concept of a dynamically developing dinuclear s
tem was used in@12,13# in order to estimate cold-fusion
reaction cross sections. As a fitting parameter the surv
probability of the compound nucleus was adjusted, and
cross sections measured at the maximum of the excita
function could be reproduced. However, the energy dep
dence of the cross section and the shape evolution of
dinuclear system were not considered.

The dynamical models discussed in@14,15# for describing
the fusion are based on diffusion processes forming SH
Starting from the shape of two touching nuclei the config
ration evolves to a near spherical compound-nucleus sh
The models were applied for the evaluation of cross-secti
forming SHEs in fusion reactions at energies well above
barrier. In this hot fusion reaction the compound nucle
cools down by evaporation of several neutrons. Hot fus
was recently used in Dubna for an experimental investiga
of elements up to 114@3,5#.

The measured excitation functions for the formation
SHEs by cold fusion reveal a narrow width of the curves a
a shift of the position to smaller excitation energies w
increasing element number@2,6#. An appropriate model
should reproduce also these observed phenomena. In the
lowing we present a model aiming at reproducing the m
sured excitation functions for the synthesis of SHEs.

Because the cold fusion is observed at energies below
barrier, we consider as a first step in the model the cap
process and the penetration of the fusion barrier~Sec. II!.

The formation of a compound nucleus of a near spher
equilibrium shape occurs after capture. A barrier develops
the way from the touching configuration of two spheric
nuclei to the near spherical compound-nucleus shape.
shape evolution and the transmission through the barrie
©2000 The American Physical Society06-1
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the way to the spherical or near spherical configuration
discussed in Sec. III. The last step of the reaction is de
mined by the evaporation of nucleons and the emission og
quanta forming SHEs in the ground state. These proce
are in competition with fission~Sec. IV!.

In Sec. V, the obtained results are discussed and c
pared with the available experimental data. The conclusio
presented in Sec. VI.

II. TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE FUSION BARRIER

Various mechanisms were discussed to explain the p
nomenon of subbarrier fusion: the excitation of low ener
states in projectile and target nucleus@28–32#, the transfer of
nucleons@28,29,32–35#, the barrier reduction due to de
formed nuclear shapes and the neck formation@36#. It was
shown that the fusion cross section is strongly enhanced
the coupling to both the low-energy surface vibrations@28–
32# and the few-nucleon transfer channels@32–35#.

The model which we apply here for the barrier penet
tion is discussed in more detail in@33#. In the following, we
present the main features of the model. It describes well
experimental data of the fusion cross sectionss fus(E) as well
as of the mean angular momenta^L(E)& in the case of
lighter nuclei. The enhancement of subbarrier penetra
due to the coupling to both the low-energy surface exc
tions and the neutron transfer is taken into account.

A. Barrier transmission enhanced by low-energy surface
vibrations

The system of coupled channel equations in the cas
coupling to the low-energy vibrational states has the fo
@28–32#

F2
\2

2m i

d2

dr2
1

\2l i~ l i11!

2m i r
2

1V~r !2Qi2EGw i~r !

52(
j

Vi j ~r !w j~r !, ~1!

wherec i(r )5w i(r )/r is the wave function,m i is the reduced
mass,l i is the value of the orbital angular momentum
units of \, V(r ) is the nucleus-nucleus interaction potenti
Qi is theQ value of the reaction in channeli, E is the colli-
sion energy, andVi j (r ) is the coupling potential. The cou
pling potential between the ground-state and the chan
connected with the low-energy surface vibrational state
multipolarity l is given by@28,29,31–33#

V0i5
b iRi

A4p
FdVi2i~r !

dr
1

3

2l11

z1z2e2Ri
l21

r l11 G . ~2!

Here Vi2i(r ) is the nuclear part of the interaction potent
V(r ), z1 andz2 are the proton numbers,e is the charge unit,
andb iRi is the deformation length of thei th vibrational state
in the nucleus with radiusRi .

As in @31–33#, we assume that all reduced massesm i and
orbital angular momental i are equal in all channels related
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the vibrational excitations. Then, by setting the radial dep
dence of the coupling potential at the barrier positi
Vi j (r )5Vi j (R̄), we diagonalize the system~1! with the help
of the substitution

w i~r !5(
k

Uikjk~r !, ~3!

whereUik is the transformation matrix andjk(r ) is the wave
function ~eigenvector!. The coupling matrixMi j takes the
form

(
i j

UkiMi j U jl 5(
i j

Uki@2Qid i j 1Vi j ~R̄!#U jl 5ekdkl

~4!

and after diagonalization we find the eigenvalueek . In this
case the partial fusion cross sections(E,l ) is equal to
@29,31,32#

s~E,l !5
p\2

2mE
~2l 11!(

k
uUk0u2T~E,Vlk!, ~5!

whereT(E,Vlk) is the transmission coefficient obtained f
the one-dimensional effective potentialVlk

Vlk~r !5Vl~r !1ek5V~r !1\2l ~ l 11!/~2mr 2!1ek . ~6!

We conclude from Eq.~5! that the partial cross section fo
fixed E and l is determined by the sum of the transmissi
coefficientsT(E,Vlk) obtained for the effective potentialVlk
with the weightsuUk0u2. The effect of fusion cross-sectio
enhancement due to the coupling to the low-energy vib
tional states is related to the smallest eigenvalueek , which is
negative and lowers the interaction potential.

The total fusion cross section is equal to

s fus~E!5(
l

s~E,l !. ~7!

The total fusion cross section is identical to the capture cr
section, the first step in the formation process for SHEs.

B. Barrier transmission enhanced by nucleon transfer

Let us consider the transfer reaction in the DWBA a
proach, which describes well the nucleon-transfer reacti
near and below the barrier@28#. In the DWBA approxima-
tion we neglect the influence of the transfer channels
other reaction channels. In this case the matrixM has a box
structure. Each box of the matrixM in Eq. ~4! is similar to
the respective box without transfer. For each transfer chan
we have an enhancement described by Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~7!.
Because the energy and the deformation length of the vi
tional states vary only little for nuclei, which differ by sev
eral nucleons, we assume that the values ofek anduUk0u2 for
each specific transfer channel do not differ much from
ones obtained in Eq.~4! without transfer. In this case th
partial fusion cross section of the transfer channelf is deter-
6-2
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mined also by Eqs.~4!–~6!, but the transmission coefficien
should be calculated by taking into account the few-nucle
transfer.

If the energy of the collision is smaller than the barrier
the effective potentials before and after nucleon transfer
if the transfer occurs at the distancer tr , then the transmission
coefficient may be written as@33#

T~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f !51/$11exp@A~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f ,r tr!#%, ~8!

where the actionA(E,V lk
i ,V lk

f ,r tr) is given by

A~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f ,r tr!5A i~E,V lk
i ,r tr!1A tr~E,r tr!

1A f~E,V lk
f ,r tr!. ~9!

We apply the Landau method for the integration over a co
plex classical paths in the case of transitions between
tems with arbitrary degrees of freedom, see for details@33#
and Eq.~52.1! and related text in@37,38#. The action

A i~E,V lk
i ,r tr!5~2/\!E

r tr

r lk
i

A2m i~r !„V lk
i ~r !2E…dr,

~10!

describes the tunneling of ions in an effective potential
fore nucleon transferV lk

i from the outer turning pointr lk
i up

to r tr , the actionA f(E,V lk
f ,r tr)

A f~E,V lk
f ,r tr!5~2/\!E

r lk
f

r trA2m f~r !„V lk
f ~r !2E…dr

~11!

is related to the tunneling of ions in an effective potent
after nucleon transferV lk

f ,

V lk
f ~r !5Vl

f~r !1ek2Qtr
f ~12!

from the pointr tr to the inner turning pointr lk
f of the effec-

tive potentialV lk
f (r ). HereQtr

f is theQ value of the transfer
reaction in channelf.

We assume that in the case ofm-neutron transfer during
barrier penetration in fusion of heavy ions the acti
A tr(E,r tr) connected with the nucleon transfer process
be written as

A tr~E,r tr!5~2/\!(
i 51

m

A2MEi~r tr2R122d!. ~13!

This form of the action describes the tunneling ofm neutrons
between square potential wells. In Eq.~13! we introduced a
parameterd, which takes into account the finite diffusene
of a more realistic nucleon-nucleus potential. The barrier
the transferring nucleon disappears at the finite distancd
between the surfaces of the reacting nuclei.

The wave function of the transferring nucleon may
concentrated more in the volume or more in the surface
gion of the parent nucleus. Therefore, the nucleon tran
amplitude, which is related to the overlap integral of t
wave functions, can have its maximum at larger or sma
03460
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distances of the colliding nuclei. This effect can be taken i
account by a small variation of the parameterd in Eq. ~13!.
We chose the same valued50.7 fm as used in@33# for
colliding systems at theb-stability line.

The distancer tr at which the nucleon transfer takes plac
is determined from the principle of minimal action, see S
52 in @38#. Therefore, the integral over the tunnel trajecto
including the few-nucleon transfer has its minimum value
the action~9! and its maximum value of the transmissio
coefficient~8!. The few-nucleon transfer is especially impo
tant whenQtr

f @1 MeV and the action~11! is small.
The actionA(E,V lk

i ,Vlk
f ,r tr) is a function of theQ value

of the transfer reaction and of the separation energyEi of the
transferred nucleon. Therefore, the greatest enhanceme
subbarrier fusion due to few-nucleon transfer happens
small value ofEi and at large positiveQ value.

The expression~8! for the transmission coefficient is vali
for collision energiesE smaller than the effective barriersV̄ lk

i

before, andV̄lk
f after the few-nucleon transfer. In the ca

V̄lk
f ,E,V̄ lk

i and r tr.R̄lk
f , the transmission coefficient ha

the form @33#

T~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f !51/$11exp@A i~E,V lk
i ,r tr!

1A tr~E,r tr!#%THW~E,V lk
f !. ~14!

HereR̄lk
f is the distance between ions at the barrier of

effective potentialV lk
f , THW(E,V lk

f ) is the transmission co
efficient for the effective barrier after transfer, obtained
the Hill-Wheeler approximation@39# and taking into accoun
the reflection during barrier penetration. The subbarrier t
neling of nuclei before the nucleon transfer and the subb
rier nucleon transfer are described by the first term in E
~14!. The termTHW is related to reactions above the barri
after nucleon transfer.

If V̄lk
f ,E,V̄ lk

i and r tr,R̄lk
f , then one should take into

account the separation of the system after few-nucleon tr
fer. The transmission coefficient is written as@33#

T~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f !51/$11exp@A i~E,V lk
i ,r tr!1A tr~E,r tr!#%

3„12THW~E,V lk
f !…. ~15!

We use the transmission coefficient in the Hill-Whee
approximation at high collision energiesE.V̄lk

f and E

.V̄ lk
i , however, do not take into account the enhancemen

fusion due to nucleon transfer in this case. The express
~14! and~15! are written for the caseQtr.0 and may easily
be transformed to the caseQtr,0.

The compound nucleus is formed after any kind of tra
fer. Therefore, the total capture cross section is the sum
Eq. ~5! and of all possible transfer channelsf, i.e.,

s fus~E!5
p\2

2mE (
l

~2l 11!(
k

uUk0u2FT~E,V lk
i !

1(
f

T~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f !G . ~16!
6-3
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V. YU. DENISOV AND S. HOFMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 034606
Note that the contributions to the total cross section
small for the channels withQtr'0 and are negligible for
Qtr!21 MeV due to the exponential dependence of
transmission coefficient.

Now, we determine the interaction potential between t
nuclei at a distancer,

V~r !5z1z2e2/r 1Vi2i~r !. ~17!

Various parametrizations of the nuclear partVi2i(r ) of the
potential between spherical nuclei are known in literat
@28,29,40#. We chose the Krappe-Nix-SierkVKNS(r ) @40#
potential in our calculation forr>R125R11R2. In order to
avoid shape dependence for distancesr ,R12, we use a pa-
rametrization of the interaction potentialV(r ) for r ,R12 of
the form

Vfus~r !52Qfus1x2
„c11c2exp~x!…, ~18!

whereQfus is the Q value of the fusion reaction calculate
from the experimental masses@41# or the theoretical mas
predictions@42,43#. The parameterx in the second term is
only r dependent,x5(r 2Rfus)/(R122Rfus), Rfus is the dis-
tance between the centers of gravity of the left and ri
hemisphere of the compound nucleus. The coefficientsc1
and c2 are obtained from equating the potentialsV(r ) ~17!
and Vfus(r ) ~18! and their derivatives at the touching poi
R125R11R2. We take a quadratic dependence ofVfus(r ) at
x50, because the potential~deformation! energy of the
highly excited compound nucleus is minimum for a spheri
shape, i.e., atx50. In our model the parametrization~18! is
only needed close to distancesR12.

The reduced massm for r .R12 is given by a standard
expression, see for example@28#. The reduced mass in Eq
~10! and ~11! for r ,R12 is a function of r. We used the
parametrization ofm(r ) introduced in@25#

m i ( f )~r !5m i ( f )$~17/15!k@~R122r !/~R122Rfus!#
2

3exp@2~32/17!~r /Rfus21!#11%, ~19!

with k516. This semiempirical dependence of the reduc
mass was successfully used in calculations of the fission
time of heavy nuclei@25# and cluster radioactivity@44#.

Without transfer channels, i.e., only low-energy exci
tions are included, our model is similar to the CCFUS mo
@32#. A difference arises from the treatment of the transm
sion coefficient below barrier. In our model we use the WK
approximation and calculate the transmission coefficient
ing the action integral, whereas in the CCFUS model
Hill-Wheeler approximation@39# is used. The difference re
lated to the different parametrization of the nuclear part
the potential in both models can be evaluated, because
parametrization can be easily exchanged. Without tran
channels, our and the CCFUS model lead to similar resu

In our model, the capture process, the first step in
synthesis of SHEs by cold fusion, is enhanced by both
low-energy surface vibration in, and the neutron transfer
tween target and projectile. The energy, deformation len
and multipolarity of the surface vibrations are determined
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nuclear structure effects. They also influence the separa
energy of transferred neutrons and the reactionQ value.
Therefore, in the survey of cross-section calculations
given later, it will be interesting to establish nuclear structu
effects for the barrier transmission resulting from the capt
step of the reaction.

The importance of subbarrier nucleon transfer chann
for the synthesis of SHEs was already pointed out in@2,35#.

III. FORMATION OF THE NEAR SPHERICAL
COMPOUND NUCLEUS

The shape of the fusing system after barrier penetrat
i.e., at the inner turning point, is not much different from th
of two spherical nuclei at the touching point. It is elongate
asymmetric and laced. From such a configuration the sys
develops further into the direction of a near spherical co
pound nucleus and later to the ground state, which can
deformed or spherical. This shape evolution is described
the equation

R~q!5R~$b%!F11(
l 52

N

b lYl0~q!G . ~20!

Near the inner turning point, the deformation paramet
have rather big values,b2'1.9, b3'0.25, b4'20.4, . . .
in the case of colliding spherical nuclei with atomic weigh
A1'64 andA2'208. The values of the deformation param
eters of SHEs in the ground state areb2'020.3 and
b3,4, . . .'0; see also Table I. The deformation paramet
change significantly during the development to a spher
configuration. Note that the radial vectorR($b%) in Eq. ~20!
depends on the deformation parameters$b%
5b2 ,b3 ,b4 , . . . ,bN due to the volume conservation fille
by the nuclear matter at variation of$b%.

The series~20! converges badly for asymmetric shape
Nevertheless, we try to find a parameter s
b2 ,b3 ,b4 , . . . ,b9 describing two touching spherical nucle
with maximal accuracy, which is possible to reach by us
the parametrization~20! and b2 ,b3 ,b4 , . . . ,b9. Then, the
description by using Eq.~20! for two touching spheres is
sufficient.

We assume that during the development to sphericity
even and odd deformation parameters change by the s
factorsp andq, respectively,pb2 ,qb3 ,pb4 ,qb5 , . . . ,qb9.
In the case of high asymmetry, the parameters arep,q'1
and near sphericityp,q'0. The parametersp andq are con-
nected to the elongation and asymmetry degrees of free
of the nuclear shape during the formation of the spher
compound nucleus, respectively.

The potential energy surface for the nuclei258Rf, 266Hs,
272110, 278112, 286114 and290116 formed in reactions50Ti,
58Fe, 64Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge, 82Se1208Pb, respectively, is pre
sented in Fig. 1. Although the shape parametrization~20! is
too rough at large values ofb2 andb3, it is possible to study
the inner barrierBSph, which has to be bypassed or cross
during the process of sphere formation. There, theb2 andb3
values are smaller,b2'0.621.0 andb3,0.25, as shown in
Fig. 1.
6-4
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TABLE I. The parameters of ground-state and saddle-point properties of the compound nucleus~CN! and of evaporation residues~SHEs,
after neutron emission!. The fitting parametercv is also given~see text!.

Reaction CN Enbe
CN dEshel

CN b2 g.s. BCN b2sadl En sep
CN log10Tsf

a SHEs dEshel
SHE BSHE g cV

~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV!21

58Fe1207Pb 265108 21931.90 25.21 0.242 5.60 0.475 6.86 20.73 264108 24.86 5.5 0.09 1.20
64Ni1207Pb 271110 21964.76 26.34 0.227 5.25 0.468 6.90 1.24 270110 25.85 4.9 0.11 1.10
70Zn1207Pb 277112 21995.40 25.77 0.204 4.25 0.445 6.16 20.27 276112 25.92 4.4 0.12 0.98
78Ge1207Pb 285114 22035.16 27.41 0.132 3.20 0.418 6.41 20.88 284114 27.00 3.1 0.12 0.98
50Ti1208Pb 258104 21903.29 24.49 0.248 6.9 0.475 7.72 21.56 258104 24.68 6.95 0.05 1.35
54Cr1208Pb 262106 21921.75 24.43 0.244 6.3 0.48 7.74 21.07 265108 24.93 6.5 0.064 1.20
58Fe1208Pb 266108 21940.13 25.27 0.241 5.7 0.48 8.23 0.21 265108 25.21 5.6 0.09 1.20
59Co1208Pb 267109 21940.57 25.41 0.235 5.0 0.47 8.22 21.47 266109 25.39 4.85 0.09 1.20
62Ni1208Pb 270110 21957.86 25.85 0.227 4.9 0.465 8.54 20.27 269110 25.60 4.6 0.11 1.10
64Ni1208Pb 272110 21973.03 26.55 0.226 5.6 0.47 8.27 2.75 271110 26.34 5.25 0.11 1.10
65Cu1208Pb 273111 21973.14 26.41 0.224 5.05 0.465 8.29 1.78 272111 26.20 4.68 0.11 1.10
66Zn1208Pb 274112 21974.51 25.91 0.221 4.5 0.46 8.66 20.20 273112 25.67 4.1 0.12 0.98
68Zn1208Pb 276112 21989.24 25.92 0.206 4.4 0.45 7.93 0.13 275112 26.17 4.45 0.12 0.98
70Zn1208Pb 278112 22002.64 25.06 0.202 4.1 0.44 7.24 20.67 277112 25.77 4.25 0.12 0.98
71Ga1208Pb 279113 22002.89 25.11 0.196 3.8 0.44 7.46 21.92 278113 25.62 3.9 0.12 0.98
74Ge1208Pb 282114 22020.67 26.57 0.182 3.2 0.425 8.17 22.33 281114 26.47 3.35 0.12 0.98
76Ge1208Pb 284114 22035.16 27.00 0.143 3.1 0.415 7.89 21.93 283114 26.95 3.15 0.12 0.98
78Ge1208Pb 286114 22049.15 27.36 0.121 3.3 0.41 7.58 0.17 285114 27.41 3.2 0.12 0.98
75As1208Pb 283115 22020.85 26.95 0.179 3.15b 0.42 8.18 23.52 282115 26.86 3.1b 0.12 0.98
80Se1208Pb 288116 22051.87 27.50 0.077 4.3b 0.40 7.87 23.48 287116 27.60 3.9b 0.12 0.98
82Se1208Pb 290116 22066.05 27.81 0.075 5.1b 0.39 7.72 2.87 289116 27.83 4.7b 0.12 0.98
58Fe1210Pb 268108 21955.01 25.95 0.237 6.1 0.47 8.13 1.98 267108 25.75 5.90 0.09 1.20
64Ni1210Pb 274110 21986.88 26.40 0.217 5.2 0.46 7.43 1.68 273108 26.79 5.40 0.11 1.10
70Zn1210Pb 280112 22016.55 25.17 0.191 3.6 0.43 7.75 21.07 279112 25.14 3.85 0.12 0.98
78Ge1210Pb 288114 22062.78 27.80 0.086 4.1 0.40 7.46 3.32 287114 27.74 3.7 0.12 0.98
50Ti1209Bi 259105 21904.85 24.91 0.248 6.65 0.475 7.78 21.68 258105 25.07 6.68 0.05 1.35
54Cr1209Bi 263107 21923.01 25.17 0.243 5.9 0.475 7.93 21.37 262107 25.31 5.9 0.064 1.20
58Fe1209Bi 267109 21940.57 25.41 0.235 5.0 0.471 8.22 21.47 266109 25.39 4.8 0.09 1.20
59Co1209Bi 268110 21942.15 25.07 0.229 4.3 0.46 8.68 23.14 262107 24.93 4.1 0.09 1.20
64Ni1209Bi 273111 21973.14 26.41 0.224 5.05 0.465 8.29 1.28 272111 26.20 4.68 0.11 1.10
70Zn1209Bi 279113 22002.89 25.11 0.196 3.8 0.44 7.46 21.92 278113 25.62 3.9 0.12 0.98
78Ge1209Bi 287115 22050.04 27.76 0.099 3.8b 0.405 7.56 0.28 286115 27.84 3.55 0.12 0.98

aThe Tsf is in sec.
bThe dynamic fission barrier~s! @17,18# is ~are! used in the estimation of the static fission barrier.
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The macroscopic energies and shell correction energie
function of the parametersp andq in the deformation space
pb2 ,qb3 ,pb4 ,qb5 , . . . ,qb9 were calculated by using th
computer code WSBETA@45#. The code uses a Woods
Saxon potential with a ‘‘universal’’ parameter set@45#, and
19 harmonic oscillator shells are taken into account for
calculation of the eigenvalues. The residual pairing inter
tion is calculated by means of the Lipkin-Nogami meth
@46#. The macroscopic part of the deformation energy
evaluated using the Yukawa-plus-exponential potential@47#.

Especially important in the calculations of the fusion a
fission barriers is the dependence of the shell-correction
ergy from the nuclear temperature. In the first step of
reaction, the crossing of the fusion barrier, the system is
strongly heated. The reason is that the collective veloci
are rather small for cold fusion at subbarrier energies. Thi
different after crossing the inner barrierBSph. Then, the
03460
as

e
-

s

n-
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ot
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nuclear temperature is high, and the shell-correction ene
is severely washed out. As a consequence, the fission ba
decreases and the ratio between fission and neutron eva
tion increases. More details are given in the next section

For all cases shown in Fig. 1, there exists a barrierBSph
between the configuration of two touching spheres and
spherical or near spherical compound nucleus. The heigh
the barrier is increasing with the atomic number. A simi
result was obtained by another investigation, however, wit
different parametrization for both the mean field potent
and the shape evolution@22,23#.

Note that due to bad convergency of the series~20! and
relative restriction between even and odd deformations
Eq. ~20! during shape evolution our estimation of the inn
barrier has of qualitative character. Exact calculation of t
inner barrier is very difficult. Our calculation has qualitativ
sense and gives the upper limit of this barrier.
6-5
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FIG. 1. Potential energy sur
faces as function of the deforma
tion parametersb for cold fusion
reactions from 50Ti1208Pb
→258104 to 82Se1208Pb→290116.
In each graph is the touching con
figuration of the spherical projec
tile and target nucleus close to th
upper right corner and that of th
ground state close to bottom lef
The dashed line is the tunnelin
trajectory which is drawn by eye
and by using the proposal that a
deformations are monotonousl
changed during motion to equilib
rium compound nucleus shape
The ratio between even and od
deformation parameters is fixed
see text for details. The contou
lines are drawn in steps of 1 MeV
the maximum values and sever
others are given in MeV on eac
graph.
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The barrier height for the reaction70Zn1208Pb →278112
is BSph'13.5 MeV in our calculation. This value is close
that one obtained in@22,23#. The potential energy surface fo
the reaction50Ti1208Pb→258Rf does not show a pronounce
barrier between the two touching sphere configuration
the spherical compound nucleus, however, in this system
find a pronounced minimum for the deformed ground stat
b2'0.220.3. A similar structure of the potential energy su
face for the reaction50Ti1208Pb→258Rf was also observed
in @22#.

The transmission coefficientTS(E,BSph) for the barrier
penetration during the shape evolution from the touch
03460
d
e

at

g

projectile and target nuclei to the near spherical shape of
compound nucleus were estimated in the Hill-Wheeler
proximation@39# for various collision energiesE. The value
of the barrier heightBSph was extracted from Fig. 1. For th
curvature of the barrier we used 1 MeV in the case of
deformed SHEs and increased this value up to 3 MeV for
spherical SHEs.

As will be shown later, the inner barrierBSph is less im-
portant in cold fusion leading to SHEs withZ<110, because
the lowest collision energies used experimentally@2# were
above the height of the barrier and already on the decrea
slope of the excitation function. However, the inner barr
6-6
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becomes significant for the formation of SHEs withZ>112
at low collision energies.

IV. COMPETITION BETWEEN NEUTRON EVAPORATION
AND FISSION

After the first two steps of the reaction, the transmiss
through the fusion and the inner barrier, a compound nuc
of atomic weightA is formed with equilibrium deformation
le

io

s

03460
n
us

near sphericity and excitation energyE* . The dominant de-
cay modes of a heavy compound nucleus at low excita
energy, as it is the case in cold fusion, are the evaporatio
neutrons and the fission. The residue of massA21 after
neutron emission may still be excited. Again, it may fissi
or cool down by emission ofg ’s. Therefore, the surviva
probability in the formation process from a compou
nucleus to a residue with chargeZ, atomic massA21 and
angular momentuml is equal to
f

W~E,l !5
GSHE~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z!

Gn~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z!1Gfis~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z!
, ~21!

where

Gn~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z!5
1

2pr~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z,bg.s.!
E

0

E1Qfus1Esep
d«(

j n

r~E1Qfus1Esep2«,u l2 jnu,A21,Z,bg.s.!Tn

3~E1Qfus,«,l n , j n ,A,Z! ~22!

is the width of neutron emission@10#,

Gfis~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z!5
1

2pr~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z,bg.s.!
E

0

E1Qfus
d«r~«,l ,A21,Z,bsadl!Tfis~E1Qfus,«,BCN* ,l ,A,Z! ~23!

is the fission width@10#, and

GSHE~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z!5
1

2pr~E1Qfus,l ,A,Z,bg.s.!
E

0

E1Qfus2Esep
d«(

j n

r~E1Qfus2Esep2«,u l2 jnu,A21,Z,bg.s.!Tn~E

1Qfus,«,l n , j n ,A,Z!
Gg~E1Qfus2Esep2«,u l2 jnu,A21,Z!

Gg~E1Qfus2Esep2«,u l2 jnu,A21,Z!1Gfis~E1Qfus2Esep2«,u l2 jnu,A21,Z!

~24!

is the width of formation of SHE in the ground state.E is the collision energy in the center of mass system andQfus is the
fusion-reactionQ value@see also Eq.~18!#. Esepis the neutron separation energy,BCN* andBSHE* are the saddle point energy o
the compound nucleus and of the residue after neutron emission used for evaluation ofGfis in Eqs.~21! and~24!, respectively,

Gg~E* , j i ,A,Z!5E d« (
j f5u j i21u

j f5u j i21u
r~E* 2«, j f ,A,Z,bg.s.!

r~E* , j i ,A,Z,bg.s.!

3.3131026 MeV~A2Z!Z«4G

A@~E0
22«2!22~«G!2#

~25!
e

e

ess
d

is the width of g emission@27,48#. E0'80A1/3 MeV and
G'5 MeV are the energy and the width of the giant dipo
resonance, respectively.

The transmission coefficient of the neutron emiss
Tn(«,l n , j n ,A,Z) used in Eqs.~22! and ~24! is calculated in
the WKB approximation@38# using the Becchetti-Greenlee
neutron-nucleus potential@49#.

The fission transmission coefficientTfis(E* ,«,B* ,A,Z) in
Eq. ~23! of a nucleus at excitation energyE* is calculated by
using the Hill-Wheeler approximation@39#,

Tfis~E1Qfus,«,B* ,l ,A,Z!

51/@11exp„2p~«2B* !/~\v!…#. ~26!
n

The curvature\v of the fission barrier depends from th
spontaneous-fission lifetimeTsf of the ground state

\v52pB/ ln~Tsf /T021!

and fromT052p(ln 2)\/Ezp. Here, we take the same valu
of the zero point energyEzp50.7 MeV as in@17,18#.

The fission of an excited nucleus is an isoentropic proc
@24,26#. According to Strutinsky’s shell-correction metho
@8#, the fission barrierB* of an excited nucleus atl 50 is
given by

B* 5@E sadl
macro1dE sadl

shell~E* !#2@E g.s.
macro1dE g.s.

shell~E* !#,
~27!
6-7
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V. YU. DENISOV AND S. HOFMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 034606
whereE sadl
macro andE g.s.

macro are the macroscopic energies calc
lated for the nucleus at deformation of the saddle point
the ground state, respectively. We rewrite Eq.~27! in the
form

B* '@E sadl
macro2E g.s.

macro#2dE g.s.
shell~E* !, ~28!

because the shell-correction energy at the saddle poin
close to zero@53#.

The shell-correction energy of excited nuclei is smaller
in the ground state, it decreases with increasing excita
energyE* @24,26,27,50,51,54–56#. The following ansatz is
used@27,54,55#:

dE shell~E* !5dE shell~0! f ~E* !, ~29!

FIG. 2. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions58Fe
1207,208,210Pb→264,265,267Hs1n. The continuous curve shows th
results for the reaction58Fe1208Pb→265Hs1n taking into account
both the low-energy 21 and 32 vibrations and the neutron transfe
channels. The dotted and the dashed curves show the resul
considering solely the 21 and 32 vibrations and the neutron trans
fer channels, respectively. The result of the one-dimensional W
approach is shown by the dash-dotted curve. The data obtaine
the reaction58Fe1207Pb→264Hs1n are represented by (n) and
those for 58Fe1210Pb→267Hs1n by (,). In both cases only the
results including vibrations and transfer are shown. The relati
taking into account the channels separately are similar as in the
of 58Fe1208Pb. The experimental data shown here and in Figs. 3
and 9 –12 are from@2#.
03460
-
d

is

s
n

where@27,55#

f ~E* !5exp~2gE* !. ~30!

The value of the shell-correction damping parameterg in Eq.
~30! is not well known. For example, the two different valu
g50.064 MeV @54# andg50.05 MeV @55# were adjusted
for shell correction washing out effect in energy level dens
for nuclei in the lead region. The damping parameterg de-
pends also on the proton and neutron number; see@24,56# for
details.

The macroscopic contributionE sadl
macro2E g.s.

macroto the fission
barrier is close to zero or even negative. The fission barrie
determined by the~negative! shell-correction energy a
ground-state deformation, which disappears with increas
excitation energy. Therefore, fission is the main decay m
of excited heavy nuclei.

Rotation of the compound nucleus leads to a reduction
the fission barrier, because the moment inertia is smaller
the ground state than for the strongly deformed nucleus
the saddle point. The fission barrier of the excited rotat
nucleus is equal to

B* '@E sadl
macro2E g.s.

macro#2dE g.s.
shellf ~E* !

2
\2l ~ l 11!

2@k~2/5mr0
2A5/2!#

S 1

11b2 g.s.
2

1

11b2 sadl
D .

~31!

for

B
for

s
se
6

FIG. 3. Calculated excitation functions for the reaction50Ti
1208Pb→257Rf1n. For the calculations the assignment of th
curves is the same as in Fig. 2.
6-8
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We chosek50.3 in Eq. ~31! for adjusting the rigid-body
moment of inertia2/5mr0

2A5/2(11b2) to the realistic value.
We rewrite the last equation into the form

B* 'B1dE g.s.
shell

„12 f ~E* !…2
\2l ~ l 11!

2@k~2/5mr0
2A5/2!#

3S 1

11b2 g.s.
2

1

11b2sadl
D , ~32!

in order to make use of literature values@8,9,16–27# for the
fission barrierB of the nucleus in the ground state and of t
shell correction energydE g.s.

shell. The used values are given i
Table I.

The energy level densityr(E* , j f ,A,Z,b2) introduced in
Eqs.~21!–~24! is calculated according to Ignatyuket al. @52#

r~E* ,l ,A,Z,b2!

5rBCS~E* ,l ,A,Z!Kcoll~E* ,A!K rot~E* ,A,b2!,

~33!

where rBCS is the density of noncollective nuclear excit
tions,Kcoll(E* ,A) andK rot(E* ,A) are the coefficients of the
level density enhancement due to the vibrational and r
tional collective motion, respectively. We use the parame
of the energy level density~33! as recommended in@52#.

FIG. 4. Calculated excitation functions for the reaction54Cr
1208Pb→261Sg1n. For the calculations the assignment of t
curves is the same as in Fig. 2.
03460
a-
rs

Note that the energy level density depends on the quadru
deformationb2 and is therefore different for the ground-sta
and the saddle point.

Considering all effects discussed in Secs. II-IV, we wr
the cross section for the formation of SHEs in cold fusion
a kinetic energyE in the form

sSHE~E!5
p\2

2mE (
l

~2l 11!(
k

uUk0u2FT~E,V lk
i !

1(
f

T~E,V lk
i ,V lk

f !GTS~E,BSph!W~E,l !.

~34!

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental investigation of excitation functions f
the production of SHEs becomes increasingly difficult w
increasing element number due to the decreasing cross
tions. One of the heaviest systems studied experiment
over a wider range of excitation energy is58Fe1208Pb
→265Hs* @6#, the data are shown in Fig. 2. The maximum
the excitation function is located at a collision energyEcm
'218 MeV and was assigned to the 1n-evaporation chan-
nel. Only one data point was observed for the 2n channel,
which overlaps with the value at 225 MeV of the 1n channel.

FIG. 5. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions62,64Ni
1207,208,210Pb→1101n. The notation for the reactions64Ni
1207,208,210Pb corresponds to58Fe1207,208,210Pb in Fig. 2. The inset
explains the assignment of the reactions to the symbols.
6-9
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The full width at half maximum of the excitation function
approximately 4 MeV.

The experimental data are compared in Fig. 2 with sev
modifications of our model. In the simplest case, using t
neling through a one-dimensional barrier and the WK
method, the results strongly underestimate the experime
fusion cross sections. The position of the maximum of
excitation function is shifted into the direction of higher e
ergy by about 3.5 MeV compared with the experimen
value. Better agreement is obtained when the neutron tr
fer channels from lead to iron are taken into account. Th
occur withQ values of 1.3 MeV and 0.1 MeV for the 2n and
4n channels, respectively. We found, however, that then
channel is negligible due to its lowQ value. Similarly, the
cross sections increase by including in the calculations
low-energy 21 and 32 surface vibrational excitations of bot
projectile and target. The best results are obtained by con
ering transfer and vibrations simultaneously.

The Krappe-Nix-Sierk potential@40# with the parameter
set used in@43# was also used in our calculations of th
nuclear part of the interaction. However, the strength c
stant was multiplied by a factorcV , and also the radius pa
rameterr 0 was modified. The reason was that the barriers
the case of cold fusion are lower as in those cases, where
literature values were fitted. Using the original values of
parameters, the capture cross sections are too small an

FIG. 6. Calculated excitation functions for the reactio
66,68,70Zn1207,208,210Pb→1121n. The notation for the reaction
70Zn1207,208,210Pb corresponds to58Fe1207,208,210Pb in Fig. 2. The
inset explains the assignment of the reactions to the symbols.
vertical arrows show the upper experimental limit of the cross s
tion for the reaction68Zn1208Pb→2751121n.
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resulting fusion-evaporation cross sections do strongly
derestimate the experimental data. This is the case a
when transfer and vibrations are included. With the origin
parameter set, the barrier seems to be overestimated by
eral MeV in the case of the synthesis of SHEs, a res
which was also taken into account in the calculations in@12#.
For the radius parameter we usedr 051.20 fm for all nuclei
considered here. This value is a slightly bigger thanr 0
51.16 as used in@43#. The value of the factorscV used here
are listed in Table I.

For the energies and the deformation parameters of
21 and 32 vibrational states of the nuclei studied here, w
took experimental data published in the literature@57–65#. In
the case that no experimental values are known, we took
same values of energies and the deformation paramete
the 21 and 32 vibrational states as for neighboring isotope

The intrinsic barrierBSph on the way from the touching
configuration to the near spherical compound nucleus
close to 6 MeV for the reaction58Fe1208Pb→265Hs1n; see
Fig. 1. This value is very close to the one obtained recen
in @22,23#. The height of intrinsic barrier is equal toBSph
2Qfus' 6 MeV 1 206 MeV 5 212 MeV. This value is
smaller than the energy of 218 MeV measured for the ma

he
c-

FIG. 7. Calculated excitation functions for the reactio
74,76,78Ge1207,208,210Pb→1141n. The inset explains the assignme
of the reactions to the symbols. All curves on the plot include b
vibrations and transfer. For these reactions the subbarrier enha
ment is small and, therefore, the values taking into account
individual contributions are only slightly lower. A reduction of th
barrierBSph by 2 MeV ~see text! increases the cross section cons
erably, as shown by the two curves for the reaction78Ge1208Pb
→2851141n.
6-10
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FORMATION OF SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS IN COLD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 034606
mum of the excitation function. Therefore, the intrinsic ba
rier is of minor importance for the reaction58Fe1208Pb.

The important parameters, which determine the deca
the compound nucleus formed by cold fusion, are the qu
rupole deformations in the ground state and in the sad
point, the fission barrier at zero excitation energy, the fiss
lifetime and the ground-state shell correction energy for
nuclei before and after neutron emission. The values
these parameters were taken from literature@16–20# and are
listed in Table I. In the case of unavailable fission barri
~odd nuclei! and saddle-point deformations, we made an
timate by interpolation and with the help of the data sho
in the graphs in@18–20#.

The reduction of the cross section at low collision ene
~Fig. 2! is related to the attenuation of the fusion barr
transmission. At high energy the cross sections decrease
to the decreasing survival probability of the compou
nucleus. Because of the strong reduction of the fission ba
at increasing excitation energy, Eqs.~28!–~32!, the fission
width of the heated compound nucleus becomes much la
than the width for neutron evaporation. Therefore, the ma
mum of the excitation function shown in Fig. 2 originat
from a balance between the fusion barrier transmission
the survival probability of the compound nucleus.

FIG. 8. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions80,82Se
1208Pb→287,2891161n. The inset explains the assignment of t
reactions to the symbols. All curves on the plot include both vib
tions and transfer for the same reason as explained in Fig. 7.
here, a reduction of the barrierBSph by 2 MeV ~see text! increases
the cross section considerably. The vertical arrows show the u
experimental limit of the cross section for the reaction82Se
1208Pb→2891161n.
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The results of the calculations for reactions between
projectiles 50Ti, 54Cr, 62,64Ni, 70Zn and a 208Pb target are
presented in Figs. 3–6. In all cases the experimental data
well reproduced, when we take into account the coupling
the low-energy surface vibrations and to the neutron tran
channels. In the calculations we used for the strength of
nuclear part of the interaction potentialcV and for the shell
correction damping parameterg @see Eq.~30!# the values as
given in Table I. These values were obtained by fitting to
experimental data. We found that the parametercV is larger
for the relatively light systems and close to 1 for the heav
ones. The values of the parameterg increase with the ele-
ment number. A similar trend was observed also in@24#.

The 2n-evaporation channel for the reaction50Ti1208Pb
→258Rf* is opened at a collision energy of'184 MeV.
This energy is close to the maximum of the measured e
tation function for the 1n channel; see Fig. 3. The exper
mental data showed~see Fig. 19 in@2#! that in these rela-
tively light systems,Z<106, the 2n channel does well
compete with fission at excitation energies close
'22 MeV and is, therefore, not negligible. This is no long
the case for the heavier systems,Z.106, where fission pre-
dominates. In our calculations, we took into account o
one neutron emission for computational reasons. Theref
the 1n channel is overestimated at higher excitation energ
for the relatively light systems. For that reason, we drew
Fig. 3 the calculated curves only up to values just beyond

-
so

er

FIG. 9. Calculated excitation functions for the reaction50Ti
1209Bi→258Db1n. The inset explains the assignment of the calc
lations to the curves. For this reaction, the subbarrier contribu
due to transfer is negligibly small.
6-11
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maximum, and similarly in Figs. 4 and 9.
The results of the calculations for reactions with t

lighter and heavier target isotopes207Pb and210Pb are also
drawn in Figs. 2 and 5–8. In Figs. 7 and 8 predictions
made for the synthesis of the so far unknown elements
and 116 using the reactions74,76,78Ge1207,208,210Pb and
80,82Se1208Pb. For the values of the parameterscV andg we
used the same as in the calculations for the neighboring
tems; see Table I.

Using 207Pb or 210Pb as a target results in smaller cro
sections as in the case of the double-magic isotope208Pb.
Note that in the case of reactions with207Pb as target the
neutron separation energy is smaller than in reactions w
208Pb as target, but the level density of the residue is sma
in the case of 207Pb ~even-even residue! then for 208Pb
~even-odd residue!. Due to this the branching ratioGn /Gfis is
different; see also section 10.4 in@10#.

The reactions using208Pb and more neutron deficient pro
jectile isotopes have in general smaller cross sections.
trend was also observed experimentally; see Fig. 5 and@2#.

Especially important for the synthesis of the elements 1
and 116 using Ge and Se isotopes, respectively, is the ba
at the development to sphericity,BSph; see Fig. 1. This bar-
rier strongly increases with element number and reaches
ues of about 16 MeV for the production of the elements 1
and 116. In order to evaluate the influence ofBSph on the
reaction cross section, we calculated data with a redu

FIG. 10. Calculated excitation functions for the reaction54Cr
1209Bi→262Bh1n. The inset explains the assignment of the calc
lations to the curves.
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barrier for the reaction 80,82Se1208Pb. Using BSph
514 MeV results in higher cross sections by about an or
of magnitude~see Fig. 8!. Values of BSph'14 MeV are
given in the literature for similar reactions@22,23#.

The results obtained for the synthesis of odd eleme
using a 209Bi target are shown in Figs. 9–14. We used t
same parameterscV andg as in the case of the reactions wi
a 208Pb target. Also here, the coupling to the transfer ch
nels and to the low-energy surface vibrations is important
the relatively light systems. As for the even elements,
cross sections of the heaviest systems are dominated by
influence of the barrierBSph. The calculated cross section
are in good agreement with the available experimental d
Figs. 9–11.

The compound nuclei formed in reactions of58Fe, 64Ni
and 70Zn with 209Bi can also be reached in reactions
59Co, 65Cu and71Ga with 208Pb, respectively; see Figs. 11
13. The cross sections are larger in the reactions with209Bi
targets for the relatively light systems. However, in the ca
of the heavier systems, the cross sections using208Pb or
209Bi are comparable. This result must be an entran
channel effect, because the compound nucleus is the sam
both cases and thus, also, the influence of the compo
nucleus fission and evaporation. A similar trend is obser
for the reactions78Ge1209Bi→2861151n and 75As1208Pb
→2831151n; see Fig. 14. In recent theoretical work@16#
describing the synthesis of294119 using the reactions86Kr
1209Bi and 87Rb1208Pb a higher cross section was obtain
for the latter case.

-

FIG. 11. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions58Fe
1209Bi→266Mt1n and 59Co1208Pb→266Mt1n resulting in the
same compound nucleus. The inset explains the assignment o
calculations to the curves.
6-12
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FIG. 13. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions70Zn
1209Bi→2781131n and 71Ga1208Pb→2781131n resulting in the
same compound nucleus. The inset explains the assignment o
calculations to the curves.

FIG. 12. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions64Ni
1209Bi→2721111n and 65Cu1208Pb→2721111n resulting in the
same compound nucleus. The inset explains the assignment o
calculations to the curves.
03460
The dependence of the cross section for the productio
the SHE’s on the shell-correction damping parameterg @see
Eq. ~30!# and on the strength of the ion-ion interaction p
tential cV ~see Table I and related text! is shown in Fig. 14
for the reaction78Ge1209Bi→2861151n. An increase of the
parametercV by 0.10 from the nominal value of 0.98 ha
only minor influence on the excitation function. Similar
small is the influence of the variation of the ground sta
binding energyEnbe. Here we lowered the value by 1.4
MeV which is the difference ofEnbe between@42# and@43#.
Both an increase ofg by 10.02 MeV21 from the nominal
value of 0.12 MeV21 and a decrease of the barriersB @see
Eq. ~32!# for compound nucleusBCN and SHEBSHE by 10.3
MeV lower the cross section by about 30%. The cross s
tion increases by about 30%, when we lower the sh
correction energy by 1 MeV for both the compound nucle
dEshel

CN , and for the ground state of the residue after neut
emission,dEshel

SHE. The variation of the shell-correction en
ergy by 1 MeV is about half of its uncertainty.

A variation of the height of the inner spherization barri
by an uncertainty value of about 2 MeV from 16 to 14 Me
increases the production cross section by one order of m
nitude. As expected, also the maximum is shifted to sma
values. The use of the reaction75As1208Pb for the synthesis
of element 115 results only in a moderate decrease of

the

FIG. 14. Calculated excitation functions for the reactions78Ge
1209Bi52861151n and 75As1208Pb52821151n. The full lines are
drawn for the nominal values of the parametersg andcV . For the
influence on the cross section at the variation of the parameters
text. All curves were calculated with inclusion of the vibrations a
transfer reactions.

the
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cross section compared with78Ge1209Bi. The position of the
maximum value is shifted by 2.5 MeV upwards.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical description of the reaction process leading
fusion of SHEs is a difficult task. The nuclei are located
the limits of stability, and the reaction process is domina
by shell structure effects in projectile, target as well as co
pound nucleus. In addition, shell structure is needed for
calculation of the binding energy at large deformation
order to determine the barriers for fusion,V̄lk

i ( f ) , formation of
sphere,BSph, and fission,B* .

The aim of our investigation was to start developing
model for the description of the cold fusion reaction. T
measured cross sections and the trend to decrease by ab
factor of 3 per element could be rather well reproduc
However, due to the strong dependence of the cross sec
on small variations of the binding energy of the compou
nucleus and the fission barrier, an extrapolation into the
gion of new elements is rather uncertain.
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We plan to further improve our model by compariso
with experimental data, which will become available in t
near future. Experiments are planned for the investigation
even-even evaporation residues resulting in more accu
values for nuclear binding energies. Also, various combi
tions of projectile and target need to be investigated, lead
to similar compound systems and thus making small, ho
ever well defined changes of the fusing system. We hope
in the case of an accurate enough reproduction of the m
sured cross-section values and excitation functions, it will
possible, to make more accurate predictions for the furt
detailed planning of experiments using various combinati
of projectiles and targets for the production of SHEs.
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